Previous research on stemming has shown both positive and negative effects on retrieval performance. This paper describes an experiment in which several linguistic and non-linguistic stemmers are evaluated on a Dutch test collection.
Introduction
One of the techniques employed in Information Retrieval (IR) to improve performance is stemming of document and query terms. By reducing morphological variance of terms (e.g. mapping singular and plural forms of the same word on a single stem) researchers hope to improve the query-document matching process. Several different techniques have been proposed to achieve this goal. One of the simplest techniques, suffix stripping, uses a list of frequent suffixes to reduce words to their base form or' stem' e.g. [Lovins, 1968] , [Porter, 1980] . Based on an evaluation experiment with several different suffix-stripping algorithms, Hat-man [199 1] concluded that suffix stripping does not improve retrieval effectiveness, at least not for English. Other researchers, however, have reported favorable results using more linguistically motivated stemming algorithms for English [Krovetz, 1993] or morphologically Permission to make digital/hnrd copy of all part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyrtght notice, the title of the publication and Its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or fee. SIGIR'96, Zurich, Switzerland@1996 ACM 0-89791-792-8/96/08.$3.50 more complex languages like Slovene [Popovie& Willett, 1992] . Furthermore, recent research [Hull, 1996] seems to indicate that a more detailed evaluation of stemming algorithms, focusing on Recall, does reveal significant improvement, even for English. In the UPLIIW project 1 we investigated whether suffix stripping is effective for the Dutch language and what effect the use of more linguistically motivated stemming techniques would have. We evaluated our results using traditional Precision/Recall measures and, like Hull, we also looked at the effect of stemming on Recall m more detail. In the next section (2) we will summarize the results of other stemming experiments, we will continue with a description of the set-up of our stemming experiment (section 3) and we will conclude with a discussion of results (section 4).
Background
A number of researchers have reported results for evaluation experiments with stemming algorithms. We will discuss some representative results here.
Harman [1991] compared three well-known suffixing algorithms for English: the S-stemmer, the Lovins stemmer [Lovins, 1968] and the Porter stemmer [Porter, 1980] .
Harman contrasted these suffixing algorithms with a baseline of no stemming at all. After a detailed evahtationz, Harman reached the conclusion that none of the stemming algorithms consistently improve performance. The number of queries that benefit from the use of a stemmer is about the same as the number of queries that deteriorate.
Popovie and Willet [1992] investigated whether suffix stripping would be effective for a morphologically more complex language like Slovene. They developed a Porter-like algorithm for the Slovene language and tested this algorithm on a small Slovene test collection.
Their experiment shows a significant improve- Krovetz evaluated the performance of four different stemming algorithms using standard test corpora for English (CACM, TIME, NPL and WEST): Porter, revised Porter (a dictionary is used to check whether the resulting stem really exists), an inflectional stemmer and a derivational stemmer (removes both inflectional and derivational affixes).
Surprisingly, Krovetz finds that all stemmers yield a significant improvement over no stemming. The derivational stemmer generall y gives the best results 5. Krovetz notes that improvements from stemming increase at higher levels of Recall and that derivational morphology is responsible for improvement at high levels of Precision. Document length also seems to be of importance; the best results are obtained with short documents (CACM and NPL collections) .
It is interesting to note that although both Harman and Krovetz have evaluated the Porter algorithm using the same test collection (CACM) and (almost) the same evaluation measure (AP[0.20, 0.50, 0 .80] vs. AP[0.25, 0.50, 0.75 ]), they do not reach the same conclusion.
Harrnan concludes that Porter does not yield a statistically significant improvement over no stemming whereas Krovetz finds that there is a significant improvement.
In a recent article, Hull [1996] argues that current evaluation measures such as average Precision and average Recall are not ideally suited for evaluation of retrieval techniques in general and stemming strategies in particular. Hull claims that average performance figures need to be validated with careful statistical analysis and that detailed analysis of individual queries can uncover important differences that are not found using the traditional measures. Besides the standard average Precision at 11 recall points (0.0,0. 10,... 1.0) (APRI 1) which he uses for comparison with other results, he proposes two new evaluation measures, average Precision at 5-15 documents examined (AP[5-1 5]) and average Recall at 50,60,...150 documents examined (AR[50-1 50]), which he claims are more suited to estimate performance for shallow searches and more in-depth searches respectively. He subsequently adapts these measures to normalize for query variance by averaging over withinquery rank or score. Using these measures, he evaluates the performance of five different stemming algorithms (remove-s, Lovins, Porter, Xerox inflectional stemmer, Xerox derivational stemmer) using the TREC test collection [Harman, 1993a [Harman, , 1994 [Harman, , 1995 . Statistical tests are applied and detailed, per-query analysis is carried out to identify probable causes for differences between stemmers. Hull concludes that stemming in general is almost always beneficial, except for long queries (i.e. full TREC queries) at low Recall levels, but he is unable to demonstrate significant differences between suffix stripping algorithms like Porter and Lovins and the linguistic stemming algorithms.
We can conclude that there is a lot of variation in the results of stemming experiments.
Quite a number of factors seem to be of importance, e.g. linguistic vs. non-linguistic stemmers, language, query and document length, evaluation measures, etc. It is clear that further research is necessary to clarify inconsistencies. The research summarized above inspired us to run our own experiment. We wanted to investigate whether stemming in general would be effective for the Dutch language and, moreover, we wanted to contrast linguistic stemming techniques with suffix stripping6. Besides algorithms comparable in coverage to the suffix strippers and linguistic stemmers that were used in the experiments described above we also developed some additional variants in attempts to optimize our stemming strategy. These variants include stemmers that also handle compounding phenomena and variants based on re-weighting schemes for the query vector. In the following section the different system variants developed for the experiment will be illustrated and we will continue with a discussion of a number of other key issues in the design and setup of our evaluation experiment: the test collection, evaluation measures and statistical validation.
System variants
The retrieval engine used in the UPLIFT project is the TRU vector space engine developed by Philips Research [Aalbersberg et al., 1991] . A plain version of this system (i.e. without a stemming algorithm) was used as a baseline for our experiment.
We started with the development of suffix stripping algorithm for Dutch based on the Porter algorithm.
Our version of the algorithm closely resembles its English original and consists of 98 rules which fully cover Dutch regular inflectional morphology and partly cover derivational morphology.
We subsequently developed two linguistic stemmers (inflectional and derivational) using a computer readable dictionary, the CELEX lexical database [Baayen et al., 1993] . Using CELEX, two separate files were created which relate stems to their inflectional and derivational forms respective y. To avoid unnecessary overhead, not all possible forms were included in these files but only those forms which actually occurred in our test collection.
In the case of ambiguity when a particular string can be related to two different stems (e.g. kantelen can either be related to the noun stem kanteel ('battlement') or the verb stem kantelen ('to turn over')) we simply selected the most common interpretation based on frequency information provided in the CELEX database, Instead of creating separate indexes for each stemming variant, we used a method which was also used by Harman in her evaluation experiment [Harrnan, 1991] . Before the actual execution of a query by the retrieval engine, query terms are 'expanded with related terms using the dictionary files. This technique allows the developer to vary the depth of morphological analysis (e.g. inflection only, inflection and derivation etc.) without having to create a new index for every possible variant. It also creates the possibility to manipulate the query vector (e.g. increase/decrease the' weight' (i.e. importance) of certain forms, interactively remove unwanted terms etc.). The expansion method has one drawback though. The Vector Space Model (VSM) relies on the assumption that the n concepts (i.e. index terms) spanning up an n-dimensional vector space are uncorrelated [Sakon, 1989] . This simplification reduces the query-document similarity computation to the inner product of their corresponding term vectors. The query expansion method, 6 Besides thk experiment we have also investigated the use of synonyms m retrieval. The results of these experiments will not be reported here. For details on these experiments and for an in-depth description of the stemming experiment we refer to [Kraaij & Pohlmann, 1996] . The use of syntactic information WIII be the subject of the next phase nf our project.
7 For a more detailed description of the Dutch Porter algorithm we refer to [Kraaij & Pohlmann, 1994] , however, is a less optimal approximation of this assumption because morphological variants of the same concept are treated as independent base vectors. Harman corrected for this defect by modifying the similarity computation procedure: document frequencies for morphological variants of the same term are 'grouped. This has the effect that morphological variants are mapped on a single concept in the vector space. We used a different approach and ran a control experiment to compare a system where stemming is 'emulated by query expansion with a system where the stemmer is used during the indexing process, i.e. the index contains stems instead of word forms. This index was built with the Dutch Porter stemmer.
We will illustrate the query expansion method by means of a (simplified) example:
Consider the following query:
Ik .zoek recensies van klassieke concerten die in het muziekcen- muziekcentrnm eindhoven Careful analysis of the document collection used in the UPLIIT project (see section 3.2 for details), revealed that of a subset of approximate y 50,000 unique word forms, 40Y0 were not included in CELEX. We examined a random sample of approximately 2,500 of these words to establish why they were not in the dictionary. The results of this analysis are summarized below: 46% proper names 37% nominal compounds 10% spelling mistakes 3% other language 3% morphological variant not in CELEX 1% stem (and variants) not in CELEX The majority of words not included in CELEX are either proper names or nominal compounds.
We anticipated that compounds would be a problem case. In Dutch, nominal compounds are generall y formed by concatenating two (or more) words to create a single orthographic word, e.g. jiets ('bicycle') + wiel~wheel') -+ sBesides the dictionary modules we also developed a Dutch stop word tist, a tokcmzcr which extracts mdwidual words from the texts by recognizing word boundaries, punctuation characters etc. rard a small morphological rule component which contains rules for some of the most frequent omissions in the CELEX database (e.g. '-tje' (dlmmutwe), '-baar' (-able), '-held (-ity)).
g Remember that only those variants which actual] y occur m tbe document collecoon are added to Ihe query jietswiel.
As compounding is a very productive process in Dutch, every dictionary is necessarily incomplete in this respect. To handle this problem, some stemmer versions were extended with a compound analyser, the 'word splitter' developed by Theo Vosse for the CORRie (grammar checker) project [Vosse, 1994] . The word splitter will try to split a compound into its components (stems) on the basis of word combination rules for Dutch and a lexicon. If the splitter is unsuccessful, the word is left unchanged. The following results were obtained with the compound splitter using a random sample of approximately 1,000 compounds not included in the CELEX dictionary 10: 5% no analysis 3% incorrect analysis 92% correct analysis The compound splitter was used to create a separate compound file consisting of stems and compounds containing the stem. This file was used in a slightly different way than the inflectional and derivational databases. At first we experimented with adding all compounds which contain the stem of a query term to the query. (pop concerts) (concert goers) muziekcentrum eindhoven After some initial experimentation we concluded that this form of query expansion was too inaccurate and needed to be refined. Too many terms (some stems proved to be very productive and yielded more than a hundred compounds) which were too far removed in meaning from the original terms, were added to the query, resulting in very poor retrieval performance. We subsequently considered a reduced version of the expansion where only those compounds are added where the original query term is the head of tbe compound (in Dutch, most compounds are right-headed, i.e. the right element of the compound determines the basic meaning of the whole, tbe left element is a modifier).
This version, however, still performed very poor] y. We finally implemented two very restricted forms of query expansion using the compound database. In one variant, compounds already present in the query are split into their components, which are subsequently expanded and added to the query. For our example, this would yield the following additions:
recen.sies kIa.s8ieke concerten muziekcentrnm muziek centrum (music) (centre) eindhoven In the second version, new compounds are constructed using elements (stems) already present in the query. Query stems are paired and the resulting compound is subsequent y validated in the compound database. For our example, this would lead to the addition of one compound only: concertrecensie (concert review). We also developed some extra stemming variants to test the influence of (re-)weighting schemes for query terms. One of the reasons for introducing these variants was the fact that pilot experiments seemed to indicate that the plain reference system performed better than the stemming variants developed so far. We wanted to test whether the terms added after expansion should have a lower weight than original query terms. The idea behind these versions was that the more the weight of the original terms is increased, the more performance results should approximate the results of the 10Some frequent~omp~"nds are included in the Cf3LfX dictionary reference version. We experimented with varying the weight of the original terms between 1 and 5, 3 turned out to be the best choice.
The folIowing stemmers were used in pilot experiments: Porter, control version (no query expansion)
In section 4 we will discuss the results of the final experiment. A representative subset of the versions mentioned above was used in the final evaluation experiment in order to minimize the waiting time for the test subjects.
Test collection
Since there are no standard test collections available for Dutch, we had to compile our own collection.
In order to facilitate comparison with published IR evaluation results we tried to adhere to the standards set by the TREC experiments where possible. The test subjects for the experiment were recruited among staff and students of Utrecht University. Care was taken to ensure that subjects were not familiar with the details of the UPLIIW project (e.g. the specific hypotheses being tested in the experiment). After some brief instruction (a short manual describing the task and some details about the document collection) subjects were asked to formulate a query in normal Dutch sentences. We collected 36 queries from 25 different test subjects. Instead of testing system versions separately, a method was devised to test all versions in one run. A query is processed by all (n) versions, resulting in n ranked lists of documents of length 1000 (cutoff point). Subjects do not see these separate lists, instead they are presented with a list that consists of a merge of the top 100 documents from each list, with duplicates removed. This results in a list ranging from 150-600 documents, depending on the query. This list is ordered on document number and presented to the subject for relevance judgement.
This merging and ordering method effectively hides the source of the document (i.e. the particular system version that retrieved it). Secondly, this design enables a statistical analysis that separates run effects (the factor we are interested in) from query effects (cf. 3.4). The average number of documents that were judged relevant by the subjects was 29.4.
Evaluation Measures Precision/Recall
The computation of Recall is a traditional problem in IR evaluation. Recall for a certain query is defined as the ratio of the total number of relevant documents retrieved by a certain system as opposed to the total number of relevant documents in the database. This last number is difficult to estimate for large databases, without doing relevance assessments for nearly the complete database [Tague, 1981] . For our experiment, we decided to use the' Pooling method which is also employed in TREC cf. [Harman, 1993 b] . This method computes relative Recall values instead of absolute Recall. The method is based on the assumption that if one has a 'pool' of diverse IR systems, the probability that a relevant document will be retrieved by one of the systems is high. Results for all the different systems are merged into a single list (cf. 3.2) and this list is assumed to contain most of the relevant documents. We think that the pool of UPLIFT system versions tested in the experiment contained sufficiently differing systems to make this assumption acceptable13.
12~ese key words were of~o"rse not used for document mdexmg during the experiment.
13~total of 17 different yemions were used to create tbe dOcument hst! the merged list of tbe top 1(Y3 documents of these 17 versions contains 289 documents on average. Besides Porter-and CELEX-based versions the pool also mincluded vers[ons with synonym expansion. For more detads, the reader is referred to [Kraaij & Pohlmann, 1996] Precision and Recall are intuitive parameters for boolean retrieval systems. These systems retrieve a fixed number of documents. Relevance ranked based systems like VSM yield a (partial) order of the complete database which is generally cut off at a fixed number. In principle it is possible to compute Precision/Recall data at each point in a document ranking resulting in a Precision/Recall graph. A problem arises when a rank contains more than one document. Document rankings often contain 'ties' between documents: the match value (assigned by the retrieval engine) is equal and the engine falls back on a secondary ordering method (e.g. document number). We have corrected for this effect in the following way: If such a group contains relevant documents, we assume they are ordered in the middle of the group.
Average Precision
If we want to average Precision values over a set of queries (We eventually want to generalize our conclusions to the set of all possible queries of a certain class), we must interpolate Precision values at fixed points of Recall. We have used the same interpolation algorithm as SMART/TREC: at each Recall point the interpolated Precision is defined as the maximum Precision at Recall points greater than the Recall value in question. However, the interpolation approach has a number of drawbacks, especially when a certain query yields only a small amount of relevant documents. We have therefore also used a second measure: average Precision, from the collection of measures assessed in TREC3 [Tague-Sutcliffe, 1995b ]. The average Precision for a certain query and a certain system version is computed by averaging all Precision values at relevant document positions in the relevance ranking. This measure has a number of advantages: it is easy to compute, does not require interpolation and has proven to yield reliable results in TREC3 cross-measure evaluation experiments. For the TREC experiments, Average Precision also proved to be a suitable measure to make quick comparisons between a large number of system versions and allow for an easy statistical validation with an analysis of variance (ANOVA). (25,50,75,100,200,500 and 1000) . A disadvantage of this method is that Recall at 25 does not seem to make much sense forqueries with many relevant documents. Ontheotherhand, Recall measured at document cutoff levels of 200 and more seems only of academic importance arrd is not interesting for users. The number of relevant documents for the queries in our test collection varied from 3 to 187. This variety motivated us to measure Recallatl?documents, where llisthenumbe rofrelevan tdocuments fora particular query. R-Recall isanintuitiveIy pleasing measure, an ideal system has an R-Recallof 1 and R-Recall is by definition equal to R-Precision14.
R-Recall
In analogy with Recall at different fixed cutoff points, wealsoexamined 2R-Recall and5R-Recall, i.e. Recall measured at 2 and 5 times R respectively.
At 2R, Recall is bydefinition equal totwice the Precision, at5Rtheratiois5to 1. We think that R-Recall is a suitable measure to normalize the query variety which is present in every IR testing corpus. Statistical analysis of IR evaluation data has become increasingly important.
Simply calculating means and drawing conclusions on very small differences is not sound from a methodological point of view, especially when there is large variation in the data. Statistical tools arerequired to test whether differences between means of the observed statistic are significant or should be attributed to chance. Researchers do not agree onthe choice of statistical testing methods. Analysis of Variance isthemost powerful method but a number of assumptions concerning the data must be checked in advance. Nonparametric methods like the Sign test can always be applied but have the disadvantage that they can only decide whether a difference is significant and they do not yield quantitative confidence intervals.
Salton [1983] does not advocate ANOVA because the R/P data usually do not show a normal distribution. He uses Sign tests which can reapplied tothemeans oftwopopulations without any restriction on the distribution function. TagueSutcliffe [1981] and Hull [1993] state that classical statistical tests like ANOVA can be applied if the population is known to be normally distributed or when the data is continuous and the sample size is large. Thesecond category isjustitied bythe Central Limit Theorem of statistics which says that the sample means for a nonnorrnal population will be approximately normal forlargepopulations. Acommon threshold is30, wetherefore aimed atatleast30 queries for our experiment. Tague-Sutcliffe
[ 1995a] also shows that average Precision is a reliable performance measure and that it is acceptable toapply ANOVAon TREC3 data. Tague alsoconcludes that arcsine transformations to stabilize the data are not really necessary.
Weconclude that itisdesirable torun ANOVAtests on data. A query setlarger than 30satisfies the normality condition, but one still has to check whether the distribution of the variances of the means are homogeneous.
If not, arcsine transformations can be tried or non-parametric tests like the Sign test or Friedman test can be applied.
We have set up an experimental design and analysis method along the lines of [Tague-Sutcliffe, 1995b] and [Tague-Sutcliffe, 1995a] . The chosen design is a repeated measures single factor design, sometimes also referred to as randomized block design. This design has the advantage that the query effect is separated from the run effect:
(1) Ytj=p+crt+(?j+eij Mj represents the score (e.g. average Precision) for system variant i and query~, p is the overall mean score, a is the system version effect, @ is the query effect and e represents the random variation about the mean.
The Ho hypothesis which is tested by the ANOVA is:
The means of the observed statistic (e.g. average Precision) are equal for all system versions i.e. the system version effect (cr) is zero. If this hypothesis is falsified, we can conclude that at least one pair of means differs significantly. T-tests are subsequently applied to determine which pairs of system versions really show a significant difference. The most important figures in the ANOVA tables are the Fvalues in the rightmost column, which represent the quotient of the variance in measurements which can be attributed to the effect we are interested in and the variance due to chance. This quotient is of course dependent on the degrees of freedom of the variables in the model i.e. number of system versions and queries. The F distribution shows us that the run effect is significant at the 0.99 level for all ANOVAS, because the F values of the run exceed F, gg;8,280 15 = 2.60. This means that we can reject the hypotheses that the run-effects of the corresponding measures are equal to zero with a certainty of 9970. The query effect (Query cohrmn) is also clearly significant: the F-values exceed F.gg;ss,zso = 1.65. This justifies the choice for a randomized block design (cf. section 3.4). Inspection i of a fitted value plot showed that the assumption of homogeneity of variances is confirmed, therefore arcsine root transformations to stabilize variances of the data are not required.
Because the ANOVA only shows that there are significant differences between system versions, it is necessary to do multiple pairwise comparisons to detect which specific versions are concerned. We have used T-tests to identify specific versions.
The SED values are used to discriminate significantly different 15Tbe subscripts refer to the slgnficance level ( 1-0.025) and the degrees of freedom versions in the following way:
(2) I ZI -ZZ 1>2 x s.e.d.
Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 present the results of the multiple comparisons.
The diagrams must be interpreted as follows: if two means are underlined by the same line segment, their difference is not significant.
Summary of results
Generally speaking we can conclude that stemming does improve Recall but at the cost of some Precision. The most salient details are summarized below: Porter (p2) and full CELEX stemming (inflection & derivation, cl) show no significant differences for all measures.
Selective stemming (elf) is significantly better than full stemming (c 1) in both Average Precision (19%) and the Recall measurements (28%, 13%, 11%).
Splitting compounds (c2fow) and generating compounds (c4fow) seem to improve upon the basic inflectional stemmer, both in Recall and Average Precision, but the improvement is not significant. c4fow, however, is significantly better than the reference version (n).
In most cases the variants with term weight 3 for original query terms perform better than their non re-weighted counterparts.
The difference is significant for the Porter (p2, p20w) variants.
Retrieval performance of stemming emulation via query expansion with higher term weights (3) for the original terms is equal to the performance of a system where the stemmer is applied during the indexing process (p20w vs. p2pr).
Although it is difficult to say whether comparing our results with TREC results is a valid action16, we did a quick comparison to get an idea about the performance of our system with respect to TREC3 systems. This comparison shows that the performance of the TRU system with c4fow stemmer ranks among the mid-range of TREC systems.
more qualitative analysis of results
In order to qualify the results of our expansion techniques we investigated the level of result that could be achieved by an' ideal query'. This query should give an idea of the maximum performance that can be achieved with stemming for our system. We tried to approximate such an ideal query automatically. We constructed it in the following way: for each query a set of unique terms is collected from all system version expansions. For each term, a program tests whether it yields relevant documents. If so, the term is added to the 'ideal query term list'. In this way a query is constructed that only contains terms that are included in relevant documents. We also tested another (very simplistic) relevance feedback version: nrf which simply is a plain run (n) followed by a second run with the top ranked document as query. Figure 12 shows the results for these versions.
We also looked at the distribution of successful query terms (i.e. terms present in relevant documents) over system versions. were already present in the original query (n), the rest of the good terms are found by expansion versionsl 7. A more detailed investigation of the successful query terms revealed that the' best' term for a particular query (i.e. the term that retrieves the highest number of relevant documents) was already present in the original query (n) in 70% of the casesla.
Other expansion versions that delivered the best term were: inflection (1 l%), compound splitting (8%), synonyms (5%), derivation (3%) and porter (3~0). If we look at the syntactic catego~of successful query terms, we find (not surprisingly) that nounsl form the majority (58'%.), adjectives and verbs account for 13% and Zg?i. respectively, other categories are negligible.
If we restrict ourselves to the best query term, the percentage of nouns is even higher (84%), verbs account for 8% and adjectives also for 8?t0.
Overall conclusions
We have compared several stemming techniques focusing on the enhancement of Recall. The basic method by which different techniques were compared was query expansion. It is obvious that high Recall levels can be reached with massive query expansion, but automatic query expansion tends to deteriorate Precision as well, so the challenge is to find stemming methods which improve Recall without a significant loss in Precision.
We found that all but the most simple stemming methods (c 1 and p2) satisfy these criteria. Inflectional stemming proved to be most successful "simple" linguistic stemming method. Removing derivational morphology is sometimes useful but, in general, it reduces Precision too much. Figure 11 : Equivalent versions based on multiple comparisons of means of 5R-Recall ideal queries show that relevance feedback methods based on selective query expansion have potential for a major improvement in retrieval performance with respect to the methods tested in our experiments. Further research is necessary to explore the possibilities of interactive use of the query expansion technique. The Recall at R measures (where R is the number of relevant documents for a certain query) form a good alternative for the traditional Recall at fixed document cut-off levels which are not suitable for query collections where R shows a lot of variance. We also found that query expansion is a competitive method in comparison with the usual stemming before indexing approach. Since query expansion has a number of important advantages for system developers and for use in applications, we consider this an important result.
